
3 PHASE TRANSFORMERS 
 
Introduction 
Voltage transformers can also be used to supply power to three or higher phase connections, in addition 

to single phase connections. Such transformers which can supply voltage to three or more phases are 

also known as Poly Phase transformers. 

These transformers can be used to generate or supply power on large scales like for industrial or 
commercial uses. These have many advantages over single phase transformers as a three phase 
transformer provides a more economical approach by using less material since the three cores can be 

replaced by a single core. 

Moreover the constant power transferring property of a balanced load improves the vibrations and 

fluctuations. 

The three phases carry equal current which tends to cancel each other, due to this reason the neutral 

wire can be shortened and all the three phase wires are of equal length creating a balanced load system. 

Construction of a three phase transformer 
A three phase transformer can be constructed by connecting three single phase transformers with each 

other in such a way that the three primary windings of all the transformers are connected to each other 

and the other three secondary windings of them are also inter connected to each other. Then all the three 

phases will differ with each other with a phase angle of 120°. 

Other than this way, a three phase transformer can also be constructed on a single core such that all the 

three windings are wound on that core instead of on three individual cores. This construction is more 

preferable as it is less costly and more convenient as core material is also saved. 

The three windings of a three phase transformer are usually connected in two types of configurations: 
1. Wye connection 

2. Delta Connection 

Wye Connection of Windings 
When one end of all the windings are connected with each other so that all the three ends form a 

common end point, then this type of connection is known as a Y or star connection. 

The advantage of using wye connections is that multiple voltages can be achieved by using a wye 

connection. 

A wye connection is shown in the figure below: 
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Delta Connection of Windings 
If all the windings are connected to each other end to end, such that one end of first winding is connected 

to the other end of the second winding and in this way all the three windings form a closed loop triangle, 

then this type of connection is known as delta connection of windings. 

Delta connections are more safe and reliable for use since in case of failure of any one phase, the other 

two still tend to supply the full line voltage to the output. 

Delta connection is shown in the figure below: 

 

 
 



Now the primary and secondary windings can be connected in several different configurations which are 

as follow: 

1. Primary winding in Y and Secondary winding in Y 

2. Primary winding in Y and Secondary winding in delta 

3. Primary winding in delta and Secondary winding in delta 

4. Primary winding in delta and Secondary winding in wye 

In general the three phase connections of a transformer can be made as follows: 

 

 
 

The thing that should be noted here that the wye and delta connections of the windings are inter 

convertible and can be changed into equivalent forms of one another. 

For example, for finding the equivalent voltage of a wye connection in delta connection, the following 

formula can be used: 

 

 
 

Where, n is the turn ratio of the transformer. 

And for current; 

 

 
 

Similarly to convert delta into Y: 



 

 
 

And for current; 
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